u(x, /) is an n vector which defines the state of the system at a given point x at time /. The nonlinear function F describes the "kinetics" of the medium while the diffusion effects enter via the term AAu. A is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative entries and A is the Laplace operator in the appropriate number of space dimensions, in this paper one or two. In a spatially homogeneous configuration the state of the system evolves according to du/dt « F(u).
( 1.2)
The features which characterize "excitability" can be described in terms of this kinetic equation. They are (i) a globally stable equilibrium or rest state, (ii) an "excited" region of the state space which can be reached if a stimulus is applied to the system which exceeds some threshold level, and (iii) a refractory region of the state space in which the system will gradually return to rest, and will not respond to further stimulation unless sufficiently near the rest state. The behavior of a typical trajectory is summarized in Figure 1 .1.
place is taken to be an array of square cells which interface with one another along horizontal or vertical boundaries. The model is mathematically trac- where 0 < e < 1 and X, F, and G are independent of the small parameter e. The equations describing nerve axon and the Belousov-Zhabotinskiï reagent are of the form (1.3). We first give a brief analysis of the spatially homogeneous version of these equations: edu/dt = F (u, v) and dv/dt = G (u, v) .
We restrict our attention to smooth functions F and G satisfying hypotheses consistent with (i)-(iii). Then, we turn to the full system (1.3). An integration scheme for these equations which exploits the hypothesis 0 < c < 1 is presented. We are able to show that these approximating equations support persistent nonequilibrium solutions of the desired type. Strictly speaking, the approximating equations are just a more refined discrete model of an excitable medium. The reason for this is we do not have error estimates linking solutions of these equations to solutions of (1.3). Nevertheless, we feel that the scalings employed to derive these approximations are physically reasonable. These approximating equations are similar in structure to the discrete model considered in §2.
Discrete models. 2.1 Spatially homogeneous processes.
We begin with the spatially homogeneous case. The state of the system at time / will be described by a scalar or phase u = u'. Both / and u are discrete, u takes values from a fixed set S = {0, 1, 2,..., e, e + 1, e + 2,..., e + r) of nonnegative integers and t = 0, 1, 2,.... Elements of the subset {1, 2,..., e) will be identified as the "excited" states, elements of the subset {e + 1, e + 2,..., e + r} as the "refractory" states, and the singleton {0} as the "rest" or "equilibrium" state. We shall assume throughout that r > e. This property models the observation that the refractory phase is of longer duration than the excited phase for real excitable media. The dynamics of the model are specified by the rule For any initial condition, after at most e + r time steps, u will arrive and subsequently remain at zero. The state of rest is a globally stable equilibrium point for this model.
Spatially inhomogeneous process.
We now augment this model to account for the presence of spatial inhomogeneities. We consider a two dimensional setting and partition the plane into square cells. The (/,y)th cell, Cy, is that unit square whose lower left-hand corner has the integer coordinates (/,/). The simplest initial-value problem is that generated by point-stimulation data. We seek a solution of (2. 10, otherwise. This generates two incoming waves, starting from k = ±(N + 1). When the waves "collide", they are both destroyed, and u' k = 0 f or all k if t > N + e + r+ 1.
In order to decide whether or not an initial pattern generates waves which die out uniformly, it is convenient to identify the state space S =* {0, 1,..., e 9 e + 1,..., e + r) with points on the unit circle in the complex plane, letting § _ J z = exp ( jff^ ), k = 0, 1,..., e + r}. The solution, u£, corresponding to the data (2.19) has been dubbed a "caterpillar-wave" because the widths of the "excited" and "refractory" regions alternately expand and contract. When (e + r+ l)/2 < L < r + 1, the data (2.19) generate a solution which decays to zero after e + r + 1 units of time have elapsed. In this case the winding number is again unity but max d{ulu°k_ x ) e + (r + 2 -L) > e + 1. 
Conditions for persistence of patterns.
The interesting new feature which appears in two dimensions is that some initial patterns, P°, with only a finite number of nonzero cells generate solutions which do not decay.
We say that an initial pattern, P°9 generates a, persistent solution if, for at least one pair (ƒ,/), the set %-{t>Q\ub + 0} (2.24) is unbounded. 3 We shall give a condition which guarantees that a pattern generates such a solution. In addition, we shall give a necessary condition for persistence provided the initial pattern has only a finite number of nonzero cells.
The case where e = r = 1 is quite simple. The result is that if the initial pattern contains one of the following three "cores" or "subpatterns" and C lV , and thus such data has a chance of producing persistent solutions. Shifts of less than three units yield no continuous cycles with nonzero winding numbers. A shift of three units yields a pattern with two nonoverlapping cycles, each with nonzero winding number and each satisfying (2.27) (see Figure 2 .6). Each of these cycles forms the core of a spiral. We conclude that the initial outgoing wave shows a kind of stability in that a small distortion will not produce a large enough discontinuity to allow for persistence. On the other hand, once a persisting pattern is created, it is stable as well, since a random change in the pattern at any t is unlikely to destroy all continuous cycles or change their winding numbers to 0. 
3.2
The integration scheme. We now turn to the full system (3.1). We shall develop and analyze an integration scheme for this system. The scheme will be derived in the two-dimensional case, the one-dimensional scheme arising when the data is independent of one of the space variables.
We replace the continuous space variable ( To complete the advancement of the approximate solution to / rt+1 we must still solve f = ^>*r)> We assume that 0 < a < 1/2 and that 0 < K is small enough so that the equations 0 « u -Ko and 0 » f a (u) -v have (w, v) » (0, 0) as their only solution. For the cubic this is achieved by taking K < 4/(1 -a) 2 while for the piecewise linear function it is achieved by taking K < \/a{\ -a). It should be noted that the piecewise linear function is modeled on the cubic. That is, both have the same derivatives at their common zeros.
Our results apply to more general functions F and G satisfying (A-l)-(A-5). Our reason for restricting ourselves to these cases is that it is easier to state parameter constraints.
3.3 One dimensional problems. In this subsection we shall deal exclusively with the one dimensional system and that this point is "globally-asymptotically" stable. Later, we shall require additional constraints on 8. We shall assume throughout the remainder of this section that ft < \ and A < £ (1 -8(1 + Ka)/a) . The first assumption guarantees that the intermediate states, Up, satisfy a maximum principle, while the second implies that if tj? > 0 and uf > U R (v^ for all /, then vp > 0 for all n > 0 and all i.
We first look at the "point-stimulation" problem discussed in the introduction. We seek the solution of (3.20) satisfying the initial condition In the remainder of this subsection we consider one dimensional solutions which do not decay as n approaches infinity. Although our characterization of the data generating such solutions is not as complete as in the discrete scalar case, we are able to show that the system (3.20) is capable of supporting solutions similar to those obtained in §2.
The nondecaying solutions we obtain are closely related to certain periodic sequences which we now define.
Introduce values (a, 8, K, ji) , integers e and r, and periodic sequences (w,, t^X^i) suc h ^at (3.46)y, y * 0, 1, e, and e + 1 hold. We choose a E (0, 1/2), # > 0 and small, and a < (i < 1/2 and fix them. We choose 0 < Ô < a/{\ + Ka) so that °V|(?2) < v d and fix it. It is now a simple matter to show there is a range of values of e and r such that any periodic sequence with these indices satisfies (3.49) y , j == 0, 1, e, and e + 1, and hence the desired inequaUties (3A6) j9 j « 0, 1, e 9 and e + 1.
We now turn to the case where A > 0. We let («,, i^Xt;,), -oo < j < oo, be a periodic sequence as defined by (3.43), (3.44) and (3.45) . We assume that fi < 1/2 and that The periodic sequences may also be used to generate "caterpillar" wave solutions of (3.20). We again let (u j9 vj)(vi) 9 -oo < j < oo, be a periodic sequence as defined by (3.43), (3.44) and (3.45) .
Our interest is in the solution of (3.20) satisfying the initial condition We will restrict our attention to intgers e < e max and r > r^e) where 'ïnin(e) = {smallest integer r > 1 such that %(%(Ü 5 )) < ^'(pz)}.
(3.65)
The following table shows e m&x = e m&x (a, S) and r^e) for e = 1 and e " *max in the format e^r^Jf), r min (e max ). This table and the subsequent examples were calculated to an absolute precision of 10" 8 With the modified values (ufj 9 vfj) regarded as new initial conditions, we evaluated (w£, t£.) for 30 < n < 60 by means of (3.21) and (3.86). The spiral that develops is shown for n = 35,45, 55 in Figures 3.3, 3 .4, and 3.5. The horizontal band is the remnant of the original traveling wave and moves upwards (the positive y direction) at a rate of 1 unit per time step. At time n = 35, the wake of the traveling wave has not been refractory long enough to be re-excited by the spiral. The first invasion of this wake by the spiral occurs at n = 40. At n = 45, the sprial is ready to invade its own wake, but must wait until n = 50 before the wake is ready. By n = 55, the emerging spiral pattern has become quite evident.
